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News
Welcome to the 6th month of the year - can you 
believe it? It’s time to snuggle up and escape the chill 
with a blanket, a hot chocolate and a good book!

May was all about our fabulous Mums and the 
inspirational women in our lives! We loved hosting 
Bec Judd in conversation with Kate “Monty” Dimond 
at our Chadstone store - her new book “The Baby 
Bible” is absolutely flying off the shelves! We were 
also lucky enough to meet the inspirational Susan 
Alberti otherwise known as “The Footy Lady” at a 
Business week event held in Eastland. 

Our staff loved dressing up as Alice in Wonderland 
characters for Shop Til You Drop day at Chadstone. 
On this day we hosted the wonderful Players 
Theatre Company who performed songs from Alice 
in Wonderland Jr. We also had Alannah Hill call in 
to sign copies of her new book “Butterfly On A Pin”.

In June, we say hello to our new store in Hobart 
and can’t wait to meet all of our lovely 
Tasmanian booklovers. We’re also 
looking forward to hosting Raymond E. 
Feist at his only Melbourne event as 
well as Tracey Jewel, Sally Rippin 
Vikki Petraitis. We can’t wait!

Until next month, 
HAPPY READING!

News June Book of the Month 
 

THE LOVE THAT i HAVE
James Moloney
Margot  has left school to take up her sister’s job in the 
mailroom of a large prison. But this is Germany in 1944, and 
the prison is Sachsenhausen concentration camp near Berlin. 
Margot is shielded from the camp’s brutality as she has no 
contact with prisoners. But she does handle their mail and, 

when given a cigarette lighter and told to burn the letters, she is horrified by the 
callous act she must carry out with her own hands. This is especially painful since 
her brother was taken prisoner at Stalingrad and her family have had no letters from 
him. Margot steals a few letters, intending to send them in secret, only to find herself 
drawn to their heart-rending words of hope, of despair, and of love. 

James Moloney is one of Australia’s most respected and awarded 
children’s book authors. All but two of his books have been 
shortlisted for or won CBC awards, and he’s also been awarded 
Family Awards for Children’s Literature, Children’s Peace 
Literature Awards, Multicultural Children’s Literature Awards and 
had titles selected for inclusion in the International Youth Library 
in Munich.

Young Adult Book of the Month
ALL OF THiS iS TRUE 
Lygia Day Penaflor
When four Long Island teens plot to meet Fatima Ro, the 
elusive author of their favorite novel, they’ re stunned when she 
befriends them and invites them into her eccentric life. Suddenly 
their lives seem charmed, and as they grow closer to their idol, 
they find themselves revealing their darkest secrets to her.

But a year later, Miri, Soleil, Jonah and Penny are shocked to discover that Fatima’ 
s newly released YA novel is based on those same secrets. The revelations are 
devastating, and they can’ t escape the spotlight. The friend’ interview transcripts, 
emails, and journal entries reveal how willing they were to sacrifice everything to 
win Fatima’ s approval - and how those sacrifices led to a tragedy from which one of 
them will never recover.

Lygia Day Penaflor is a graduate of Boston University and Colum-
bia Teachers College and a private academic teacher for young 
Hollywood stars. Her students have included the young casts of 
Gossip Girl and Boardwalk Empire as well as Jay-Z’s reboot of An-
nie. This is her second novel for young adults. She lives on Long 
Island, New York.
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6th Highpoint shopping day
9th  Tracey Jewel book signing @ Highpoint, 11am
19th Raymond E. Feist @ Athenaeum Theatre, 7pm 
30th Sally Rippin signing @ Werribee, 10am
30th Vikki Petraitis event @ Frankston 2pm

Up-to-date information on events can be found at 
robinsonsbooks.com.au/robinsonsevents

Best Sellers

1. THE LOST 
FLOWERS OF 
ALiCE HART
Holly Ringland
PB $32.99

2. THE WOMAN iN 
THE WiNDOW
A J Finn
PB $29.99

3. SHEPHERD’S 
HUT
Tim Winton
HB $39.99

4. THE SUN AND 
HER FLOWERS
Rupi Kaur
PB $24.99

5. THE ALCHEMiST 
25TH ANNiV.
Paulo Coelho
PB $22.99

1. THE SUBTLE ART 
OF NOT GiViNG A 
F*CK
Mark Manson
PB $29.99

2. THE BAREFOOT 
iNVESTOR
Scott Pape
PB $29.99

3. 12 RULES FOR 
LiFE
Jordan Peterson
PB $35.00

4. THE TATTOOiST 
OF AUSCHWiTZ
Heather Morris
PB $29.99

5. MY GRAMMAR 
AND i
Caroline Taggart
PB $14.95

1. GOOD NiGHT 
STORiES FOR 
REBEL GiRLS
Elena Favilli 
PB $32.99

2. A COURT OF 
FROST AND 
STARLiGHT
Sarah J. Maas  
PB $16.99

3. BURNiNG 
MAZE (TRiALS OF 
APOLLO BOOK 3)
Rick Riordan
PB $22.99

4. SiMON VS THE 
HOMO SAPiENS 
AGENDA
Becky Albertalli
PB $17.99

5. A  WRiNKLE iN 
TiME FiLM TiE-iN
Madeleine L’Engle
PB $14.99

1.BABYLiT 
BUTTONS 
$2.50

2. BOOKS ROCK 
BUTTONS
$2.50

3. HARRY 
POTTER KEY 
CHAiN FiGURES 
BLiND BAG
$5.00

4. HARRY 
POTTER SMALL 
BEANiE PLUSH
$14.99

5. HARRY 
POTTER CLiP 
ON PLUSH
$12.99

Fiction Non Fiction Kids / Teens Non Book



THE WATER CURE
Ernest Cline
When King and Mother were still here, life for Grace, Lia, and 
Skye was all about therapies, the Drowning Game, and the 
women that came to their shore for The Water Cure. When 
King and Mother were still here, they were protected from the 
poisons of the world and the horrors that women must face as 

a result of love. But now King and Mother are gone, and in their place three men 
have arrived, bringing with them a disruptive wind of irrevocable change.
Mackintosh’s novel is, in one word; unsettling. The sparse poetic prose, unreliable 
narrators, and purposefully ambiguous story draw the reader into an atmosphere 
charged with tension, fear of the unknown, and the suffocating nature of isolation. 
Feminine power, survival, and family are also explored, resulting in a tale that 
wears its strangeness proudly and allows it to stand amongst the likes of The 
Vegetarian and The Virgin Suicides.
This hypnotising fever dream of a novel is likely to be the most unique read you’ll 
have this year, but Mackintosh’s debut definitely not one to be missed.           

-Aisah

ALL OF THiS iS TRUE
Lygia Day Penaflor
Be careful what you wish for, because meeting your heroes 
doesn’t always turn out the way you except. This is the 
underlying truth that underpins the story in All of This Is True. 
Told through a combination of recordings, emails, story snippets 
and more; we gradually uncover the story of Miri, Jonah, Soleil 

and Penny as they meet their idol, author Fatima Ro. The story flips back and forth 
between the present day and the not-too-distant past, slowly uncovering the truth 
behind a tragedy that has recently occurred. Exploring the shades of grey in life 
where no one person is entirely right or wrong, good or evil. This book is compelling 
in its portrayal of the lengths we will go to to achieve fame, and the struggles we 
now face with everything about us available online - forever.           

-Bridget

i’LL BE GONE iN THE DARK
Michelle McNamara
Michelle McNamara’s tour-de-force of criminal obsession 
and investigation is as gripping as it is emotional. The book 
details, in confronting detail, the crimes of the man she dubs 
the Golden State Killer, who terrorised women and couples 
in California in the 1970s and 80s through a series of violent 

attacks. McNamara’s determination to find the killer borders on mania, as her 
search consumes her. She describes a changing California during the killer’s active 
decades, and a growing loss of innocence in the country at large. She describes 
the moment she became aware of the world’s cruelty in a heartbreaking series of 
passages that inform her eventual passion for true crime. Adding a sad weight here 
is the fact that McNamara passed away before completing the work, and before the 
man believed to be the Golden State was arrested this past April. Part memoir, part 
investigative work, McNamara’s book is a standout of the genre, and a timely look 
at what dogged dedication can yield. This one is quite an experience.    

-Nikki

THE LOVE THAT i HAVE 
James Moloney 
Australian author James Moloney’s first foray into adult fiction is an 
emotionally charged and engrossing read. Set during World War Two 
at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp near Berlin, it follows 
16 year old German, Margot Baumann, as she starts her first job 
in the mail room of the camp. Margot and her family are avid Nazi 

supporters and threfore, by working in the mail room, Margot believes she is doing her 
duty to her country and to the Fuhrer. When Margot is tasked to collect prisoners letters 
and burn them, she stumbles upon a letter addressed to another Margot. Intrigued, she 
reads the letter and impulsively decides to write back to him. And so begins an unlikely 
correspondence; the consequences of which neither of them could imagine. The Love 
That I Have quietly builds to an unexpected ending and includes surprising twists along 
the way. A great read, which will appeal to fans of The Book Thief.

-Sumaya
EVE OF MAN 
Giovanni and Tom Fletcher 
It had been 50 years since the birth of a girl, and the world was 
dying. With the last generation of women approaching their final 
years in life, it was no longer a question of coming to a solution – 
rather, one of how to embrace imminent extinction. That is, until, Eve 
was born. With her birth came a tremendous weight: preservation of 

the human race. With a regime designed to ensure her survival, she willingly accepts 
her fate. That is, until, she meets Bram, and her eyes are opened to the cracks in the 
system. With lessons in responsibility, hope and love, this is a genesis you won’t want 
to miss! 

-Akaash
THE JADE LiLY
Kirsty Manning
Leaving Austria as a Jewish girl of 5 after WW2, Romy meets Nina 
on the ship to Shanghai in 1939. They become lifelong friends, even 
when both move to Australia as adults. Alexandra is the daughter of 
the girl Romy and her husband adopted in Shanghai. She travels to 
Australia to be with her dying grandfather in 2016. When he dies, 

Alexandra returns to Shanghai to trace her own biological roots. 
The story cuts from 1939 in Austria and Shanghai to 2016 in Sydney and Shanghai. 
The book is beautifully rich in Chinese cultural detail and careful of history. 
A beautiful, uplifting discovery tale of enduring female friendship and coming of age.

 -Cathy
THE WEiGHT OF 1000 FEATHERS 

Brian Conaghan
Navigating through the life of an ordinary teenager hasn’t been easy 
for Bobby Seed, but with family, friends, poetry and a lot of witty 
humour he can see a light at the end of the tunnel. 
This story is about love. Not love between partners. Unconditional 
love within your family. Bobby doesn’t see his daily duties as a 
sacrifice, but as simply an act of love for his family. Bobby isn’t just a 
boy - he is a brother, son and a carer.

This novel will make you laugh, cry and want to hug your family and never let go.
-Sian

Staff  Reviews

FiFA 2018 
OFFiCiAL 

BOOK
PB $24.99
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MAMMOTH 
BOOK OF THE 
WORLD CUP

PB $32.99

THE WORLD 
CUP iN 100 
OBJECTS
HB $54.99

HiSTORY 
OF THE FiFA  
WORLD CUP

HB $49.99

FiFA WC 2018 
FACT FiLE
HB $19.99

FiFA WC 
2018 KiDS’ 

HANDBOOK
 PB $13.99

FiFA ACTiViTY 
& COLOURiNG 

BOOK
PB $9.99

FOOTBALL 
ENCYCLOPEDiA

PB $19.99

WORLD CUP 
2018 BOOK
PB $19.99

TOTAL 
FOOTBALL
PB $32.99

ATLAS OF 
FOOTBALL
PB $19.99

FOOTBALL 
RECORD 

BREAKERS
PB $22.99

EYEWiTNESS 
FOOTBALL
PB $14.99

DO YOU SPEAK 
FOOTBALL?
HB $24.99

WORLD OF 
FOOTBALL
HB $54.99
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THE GOOD GUT 
COOKBOOK

PB        $29.99

SLOW COOKER 
VEGETARiAN

Katy Holder
PB        $29.99

HAPPY FOOD
Bettina 

Campluccio-Bordi
HB        $34.99

THE WiCKED 
HEALTHY COOKBOOK

Chad Sarno
HB        $49.99

CURRY GUY EASY
Mr. Dan Toombs
HB        $24.99

TASTiNG PARiS
Clotilde Dusoulier

HB        $49.99

KOREAN FOOD 
MADE EASY

Caroline Hwang
PB        $39.99

iNNER HEALTH
AWW

PB        $39.99

PRiNT PLAY 
Lara Davies 

& Jess Wright
PB        $24.99

CROCHET 
WORKSHOP
Erika Knight

PB        $24.99

MAKE iT BY HAND 
PAPERCRAFT
Patricia Moffett
PB        $27.99

SCANDiNAViAN 
NEEDLECRAFT

Clare Youngs
PB        $29.99

CAT LADY 
EMBROiDERY
PB        $24.99

SWEET KNiTS 
FOR BABY
Jody Long

PB        $29.99

FAST CAKES
Mary Berry
PB        $55

SLOW COOKER 
CENTRAL KiDS
Paulene Christie
PB        $24.99

BATCHED &  
BOTTLED

Max Venning
HB        $24.99

BREW
James Morton
PB        $24.99
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MEET AUTHOR

 Raymond E. 
FEist 

AT HiS ONLY 
MELBOURNE EVENT 

Join bestselling author Raymond E. Feist in-conversation 
with Chris Flynn, as he discusses King of Ashes.

Date:   19 June 2018
Time:  Doors open at 6.30pm for a 7pm start
Location: Athenaeum Theatre 
  188 Collins St, Melbourne ViC
Tickets:  $15 each / Available online via our    
  robinsonsbooks.com.au/robinsonsevents.php 

This event is presented in partnership with  
Supanova Comic Con & Gaming,  
Harper Collins Australia and Robinsons Bookshop.

GREAT READS FROM RAYMOND E. FEiST

MAGiCiAN SiLVERTHORN JiMMY AND 
THE CRAWLER

TALON OF THE 
SiLVER HAWK

EXiLE’S 
RETURN

WRATH OF A 
MAD GOD

A DARKNESS 
AT SETHANON

A CROWN 
iMPERiLLED

KiNG OF 
FOXES

THE VINTAGE 
HEROES & VILLAINS 

COLLECTION:
A lineup of literature’s most dastardly, 

devilish and daring characters.

Iconic quotes on each cover



THE LOST PiLOTS
PB        $32.99
At a gin-soaked party, Jessie Miller 
met Bill Lancaster, fresh from the 
Royal Air force, his head full of a 
scheme that would make him as 
famous as Charles Lindbergh. 
Lancaster wanted to fly three times 

as far and in Jessie Miller he knew he had found the 
perfect co-pilot.

WiLD SEA
Joy Mccann
PB        $32.99
Weaving together sea captains’ 
journals, whalers’ log books, 
explorers’ letters, scientific 
research and ancient beliefs with 
her own voyage of discovery, Joy 

McCann reveals the secrets of a little-known ocean 
and its importance as a barometer of climate change.

PRiNCESSES 
BEHAViNG BADLY
Linda Rodriguez 
Mcrobbie
PB        $24.99
Princess Olga of Kiev slaughtered 
her way to sainthood while 
Princess Lakshmibai waged war on 

the battlefield, charging into combat with her toddler 
son strapped to her back. Princesses Behaving Badly 
offers true tales of all these princesses and dozens 
more in a fascinating read.

THE VOYAGES OF 
CAPTAiN JAMES COOK
Nicholas Thomas
PB        $29.99
Captain James Cook’s adventures 
circumnavigating the globe 
culminated in England’s mapping 
of the known world. The Voyages 
of Captain James Cook tells the 

epic tale of expert cartographer and navigator Cook 
and his crew who set out from London on a quest of 
scientific discovery and exploration.

 Military
THE 21 ESCAPES OF 
LT ALASTAiR CRAM 
David M. Guss
PB        $32.99
Cram was taken prisoner in North 
Africa in November 1941, which 
began a long odyssey through 
ten different POW camps and 

three Gestapo prisons. He became a serial escapee 
– fleeing his captors no fewer than twenty-one times, 
including his final, and finally successful, escape from 
a POW column in April 1945. 

THE SPY WHO 
CHANGED HiSTORY
Svetlana Lokhova
PB        $32.99
Svetlana Lokhova takes the reader 
on a journey through Stalin’s most 
audacious intelligence operation. 
She pieces together every aspect 

of Shumovsky’s life and character using information 
derived from American and Russian archives, 
exposing how even Shirley Temple and Franklin D. 
Roosevelt unwittingly advanced his schemes.
 

DEAD STiLL CRY OUT 
Helen Lewis
PB        $32.99
Helen Lewis was just a child when 
she found an old suitcase with 
the most horrifying photographs 
inside it - a record of the atrocities 
committed at Bergen-Belsen. They 

belonged to her father, Mike, a British paratrooper 
who had filmed the camp’s liberation. Helen uses 
photographs and film stills to reconstruct Mike’s early 
life and experience of the war.

THE SiNKiNG OF 
HMAS SYDNEY
David L Mearns
PB        $34.99
One of the world’s foremost 
shipwreck hunters, David L. 
Mearns first heard the story of 
the Sydney in 1996. Hunting the 

HMAS  Sydney ten years later tested all his skills as a 
detective, engineer, marine scientist and navigator. But 
find it he did and its certainly a story to tell!

 Current Affairs
PAULiNE iN HER OWN 
WORDS
Pauline Hanson
PB        $29.99
Pauline: In Her Own Words tracks 
of one of Australia’s most 
provocative political figures. The 
book follows Pauline Hanson’s 

speeches through the years as she takes back the 
leadership of One Nation, articulates the policy 
positions designed to voice concerns of a portion of 
Australia’s population, and debates the hot issues.

DEAD RiGHT
Richard Denniss
PB        $22.99
Richard Denniss argues for a more 
pragmatic, consultative politics. He 
asks whether the major parties can 
find a new, and persuasive, way to 
talk about the national interest.

THE WORLD AS iT iS* 
Ben Rhodes
PB        $35
A revelatory, behind-the-
scenes account of the Obama 
presidency from perhaps his 
closest collaborator, and a political 
memoir about the power of words 

to change our world. This is a book about two men 
making the most important decisions in the world. 

 Science
THE UNiVERSE iN 
BiTE-SiZED CHUNKS
Colin Stuart
HB        $17.99
The sheer scale of the universe can 
be intimidating, but in this easily 
digestible book we embark on an 
incredible journey through all the 

essential astronomical discoveries,

MATHS iN BiTE-SiZED 
CHUNKS
Chris Waring
HB        $19.99
Maths is often cited as the ‘most 
difficult’ or ‘complex’ subject to 
study. In Maths in Bite-sized 
Chunks, Chris Waring proves that 

it’s easy to break the subject down into accessible, 
understandable information, much of which, in fact, we 
use in one way or another every day of our lives.

THE NEUROSCiENCE 
OF MiNDFULNESS*
Dr Stan Rodski
PB        $29.99
 Recent fascination with 
colouring-in for adults joins a long 
list of techniques that have been 
employed by humans to calm the 

brain and help us with our emotions. In this book, Dr 
Rodski explores the science behind  activities such 
as these and many others which we humans crave 
to help us through our emotional world. The world of 
mindfulness, the world of our 6th sense.

* Mid Month Release Date Non-Fiction
 Biography

ON LEOPARD ROCK 
Wilbur Smith
HB        $39.99
From being attacked by lions to 
close encounters with deadly 
reef sharks, from getting lost in 
the African bush without water to 
crawling the precarious tunnels 

of gold mines, from marlin fishing with Lee Marvin to 
near death Wilbur Smith tells intimate stories of his 
life that have been the raw material for his fiction.

CALYPSO
David Sedaris
PB        $29.99
When he buys a beach house, 
Sedaris envisions relaxing 
vacations spent playing games 
and lounging in the sun. Life 
at the “Sea Section”, is exactly 

as idyllic as he imagined, except for one tiny, 
realization: it’s impossible to take a vacation 
from yourself.

THE YEAR 
EVERYTHiNG 
CHANGED
Phillipa McGuinness
PB        $34.99
2001 was an awful year. It’s the 
only year where you can mention 
a day and a month using only 

numbers and everyone knows what you mean. But 
9/11 wasn’t the only momentous event that year as 
Phillipa McGuinness explains...
 

REBEL PRiNCE 
Tom Bower
PB        $27.99
Prince Charles has struggled to 
overcome his unpopularity. After 
Diana’s death, his approval rating 
crashed to 4% and has been 
only rescued by his marriage to 

Camilla. Bower’s book, reveals a royal household 
rife with intrigue and misconduct

THE iNCURABLE 
ROMANTiC
Frank Tallis
PB        $32.99
In the course of his career, 
Frank Tallis has treated many 
fascinating patients, and their 
stories are dramatic, bizarre and 

revealing. In this astonishing, honest book, we learn 
of love’s myriad maladies, and witness first-hand the 
ways they can drive us to madness.

ROBiN
Dave itzkoff
PB        $32.99
Drawing on more than a hundred 
original interviews with family, 
friends, and colleagues, as well 
as extensive archival research, 
Robin is a fresh and original look 

at a man whose work touched so many lives. In this 
book,  Dave Itzkoff shows how Williams struggled 
with a debilitating condition at the end of his life that 
affected him in ways his fans never knew.
  
 History

THE SHiP THAT 
NEVER WAS
Adam Courtenay
PB        $29.99
Many had tried to escape Sarah 
Island; few had succeeded. But 
when Governor George Arthur 
announced that its prisoners 

would be moved to the new penal station of Port 
Arthur, one man pulled off an audacious escape. 
and with a crew sailed all the way to Chile. What 
happened next is stranger than fiction!



 

 New Age
LENORMAND ORACLE 
CARDS
Alexandre Musruck

CARDS        $25.99

THE ART OF 
LENORMAND 
READiNG
Alexandre Musruck
PB        $34.99

 Pop Culture
AM i DOiNG THiS 
RiGHT?
Tanya Hennessy
PB        $29.99
An encyclopedia of life lessons 
that Tanya has learned so that 
you don’t have to. From A is for 
Awkward, to B is for Bodies, 

right through to V is for Viral and Z is for, well, 
ZZZZ, Tanya has compiled an entire alphabet full of 
hilarious, horrible, humbling experiences.
 
 Nature & Pets

THE WEATHER 
DETECTiVE*
Peter Wohlleben
HB        $29.99
Full of the very latest discoveries, 
combined with ancient now-
forgotten lore, The Weather 
Detective helps you read nature’s 

secret signs and discover a whole new layer of 
meaning in the world around you.

SMOKY THE BRAVE
Damien Lewis
PB        $32.99
Smoky the Brave is the 
extraordinary true story of a 
heroic dog and her adoptive 
masters in the jungles of the 
Pacific War. She was awarded 

eight battle stars, surviving dozens of Japanese 
combat raids on Papua New Guinea, and braved a 
typhoon that ravaged Okinawa. 

BODACiOUS THE 
SHEPHERD CAT
Suzanna Crampton
PB        $19.99
Written from the perspective 
of Bodacious the cat, this is a 
memoir of Bodacious’s life on the 
farm and everything that entails

MAKiNG DOGS HAPPY
Paul Mcgreevy
PB        $35
Is your dog happy? How do you 
know? This book will ensure 
you’re being a good human to 
your furry companion. Learn what 

motivates your particular dog and you can train your 
dog accordingly, making your dog as happy as they 
make you.

 Health
THE CHANGE
Germaine Greer
PB        $24.99
Amid the clamour of chatrooms 
and promotions for alternative 
therapies, the individual woman 
has to manage her passage 
through menopause for herself. 

In The Change, Germaine Greer provides a 
commonsense guide to a very interesting and 
important stage of women ‘s lives. 

 Personal Development
THE ART OF NOT 
FALLiNG APART
Christina Patterson
PB        $29.99
Irritated by self-help books, 
Christina Patterson decided to 
do the kind of interviews she’d 
never done before. After years 

of talking to famous people about their successes, 
she started to talk to people about their losses and 
disappointments and try to find out what had got them 
through. This book is a collection of her findings.

WHAT WOULD 
UNiCORN DO?
Sarah Ford
PB        $9.99
Looking for some guidance on 
how to live a happy, sparkling life? 
Or just wondering which path to 
trot along? Look no further than 

Unicorn, the best (and probably only) four-legged, 
one-horned happiness guru. 

EVERY GiRL NEEDS A 
PLAN
Bianca Chatfield & Leigh 
Russell
PB        $29.99
Every Girl Needs a Plan is a 
practical guide to life and work, 
covering all the basics you need to 

master to be your best self.  This book will teach you 
how to navigate social media, how to turn down the 
volume of your inner critic, and why you should stop 
worrying about ‘finding your passion’.

iF i UNDERSTOOD YOU 
WOULD i HAVE THiS 
LOOK ON MY FACE?*H
Alan Alda
PB        $27.99
Alan Alda, the award-winning actor 
and bestselling author, tells us the 
fascinating story of his quest to 

learn how to communicate better, and to teach others 
to do the same. With his trademark humor and he 
explores how to develop empathy as the key factor.

 Sociology & Religion
EGGSHELL SKULL
Bri Lee
PB        $29.99
This is the story of Bri’s journey 
through the Australian legal 
system; first as the daughter of a 
policeman, then as a law student, 
and finally as a judge’s associate 

in  Queensland--where justice can look very different, 
especially for women. 

SMALL WRONGS
Kate Rossmanith
PB        $32.99
Increasingly fascinated with 
the concept of remorse, Kate 
Rossmanith was drawn to the 
criminal courts, observing case 
after case. She talked to criminals, 

lawyers and judges alike, trying to answer the 
fundamental question: how can you know whether a 
person is ever truly sorry? 

WHY BUDDHiSM iS 
TRUE
Robert Wright
PB        $24.99
In this pathbreaking book, Robert 
Wright shows how taking the 
Buddhist approach seriously 
can change your life—how it can 

loosen the grip of anxiety and hatred, and how it can 
deepen your appreciation of beauty and other people.
New Age

 True Crime
THE FRANKSTON 
MURDERS:
25 YEARS ON
Vikki Petraitis
PB        $29.95
Now updated with new content, 
The Frankston Murders details 
the shocking crimes that 

terrorised the bayside suburb of Frankston.
Join us at the Frankston store on June 30th at 2pm 
where Vikki Petraitis will talk about The Frankston 
Murders and the events surrounding these 
unimaginable crimes.

WAiTiNG FOR ELiJAH
Kate Wild
PB        $35 
In 2009, in NSW, a mentally ill 
young man is shot dead by a 
police officer. The Constable 
claims he ‘had no choice’ other 
than to shoot 24-year-old Elijah 

who had run at him roaring with a knife. But what 
happened in that Armidale laneway — and how 
could it have been avoided?

STRANGEWAYS
Neil Samworth
PB        $32.99
A no-holds-barred account of 
one man’s struggle to keep 
his professional composure 
and sanity in one of Britain’s 
toughest jails. From the chaotic, 

atmosphere of K wing, which houses more than 200 
prisoners, to the healthcare unit where the most 
mentally disturbed prisoners are held. 

THE STOCCOS
Nino Bucci
PB        $34.99
A true-crime book about 
the exploits of the notorious 
Stoccos, whose eight-year 
crime spree ended when they 
were dramatically captured in 

rural NSW and charged with an array of offences – 
including murder. This book follows their long and 
bizarre journey throughout the Australian bush.

CiTY OF LiGHT CiTY 
OF POiSON
Holly Tucker
PB        $22.99
In the late 1600s, Louis XIV 
assigns Nicolas de la Reynie to 
bring order to the city of Paris 
after the brutal deaths of two 

magistrates. Reynie tackles the terrifying streets 
only to discover a tightly knit network of witches, 
poisoners and priests whose reach extends all the 
way to Versailles. 

NiNE LiVES
Dean Aimen
PB        $27.99
The story of how a young 
Muslim, determined to defend 
his faith, found himself fighting 
on the wrong side and the fateful 
decision he made to work for his 

sworn enemy. We discover what it’s like to be at the 
heart of the global jihad, and what it will take to stop 
it once and for all.

KiLLER iNSTiNCT
Donald Grant
PB        $34.99
Donald Grant describes ten true 
and complex murder cases. For 
those directly affected, murder is 
a sombre and scarring event. For 
most of us, murder is an arm’s 

length experience, close enough to frighten and 
fascinate yet far enough not to traumatise. 
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Non Fiction
 Music

PAUL SiMON
Robert Hilburn
PB        $32.99
Through such hits as “The 
Sound of Silence,” and “Bridge 
Over Troubled Water,”  Paul 
Simon has established himself 
as one of the most eloved 

songwriters in American pop music history.

HARRY STYLES
Malcolm Croft
PB        $31.99
Harry Styles: Evolution of a 
Modern Superstar is the first 
fully illustrated biography about 
the star, and will be published 
midway through his global tour.

 
HAMMER OF THE 
GODS
Stephen Davis
PB        $19.99
In this account of Led Zepplin’s 
career, no aspect is ignored. It is 
a fierce and fearless story about 
a band that remain a legend of 

musical, sexual and mystical power 

ON MiCHAEL 
JACKSON
Margo Jefferson
PB        $22.99
Almost ten years on from 
Jackson’s untimely death, here 
is Margo Jefferson’s definitive 
and dazzling dissection of the 

King of Pop: a man admired for his music. 

 Diet & Fitness
YOGA BODY THE
Lola Berry
PB        $34.99
Nutritionist, yoga teacher and 
bestselling author Lola Berry 
shows you how to achieve and 
maintain a yoga body, inside 
and out.

THE DOCTOR’S DiET
Alessandro Demaio
PB        $39.99
In this book, Dr Sandro Demaio 
cuts through the noise of 
conflicting dietary information 
and presents a simple, 
affordable and delicious way of 

eating that is accessible to every Australian. 

WHAT THE FAST!
Grant Schofield
PB        $29.99
This is a practical guide to get 
you started with intermittent 
fasting (IF) or super fasting 
(SF). Plus, it comes with all the 
science and the recipes too!

JOURNEY TO HEALTH
Simone Anderson
PB        $29.99
Social-media sensation Simone 
Anderson’s weight peaked at 
169 kg. When she finally faced 
up to how overweight she was, 
she knew something had to 

change. Her story went viral when she shared 
photos of the excess skin that remained after her 
weight loss. Her key messages of body positivity 
and learning to love yourself make this an inspiring 
read for anyone.

 Film
ROOM TO DREAM 
A LiFE iN ART
David Lynch
PB        $34.99
Visionary filmmaker David 
Lynch opens up about a lifetime 
of extraordinary creativity, the 
friendships he has made along 

the way and the struggles he has faced - to bring 
his projects to fruition. 
 
 Architecture

VAL D’EUROPE
Maurice Culot
HB        $49.99
Val d’Europe is a new city 
created in 1987. The challenge 
was to design a city that 
represents beauty, practicality, 
and sustainability.

 Fashion & Photography
VOGUE 100
PB        $55
Vogue 100 : A Century of 
Style celebrates the greatest 
moments in fashion, beauty 
and portrait photography. This 
book focuses on the faces that 
shaped the cultural landscape: 

from Matisse to Bacon.

SMART PHONE 
SMART 
PHOTOGRAPHY
Jo Bradford
PB        $29.99
Maximize your potential to get 
with this guide to photography 
for both Apple and Android 

phones. Covering simple techniques, you will soon 
be telling your camera what to do with confidence. 

NATURALiA
Jimenez Jonathan
HB        $49.99
Naturalia is a curated collection 

of images showcasing urban ruins reclaimed by 
nature. From Ornate country mansions to luxury 
modernist designer homes, train stations to stone 
churches.

 Sewing
FiRST TiME 
GARMENT FiTTiNG
Sarah Veblen
PB        $24.99
Sewing and design expert 
Sarah Veblen teaches you 
everything you need to know to 
adapt patterns so you can sew 

garments that fit just right.

 Humour
ABRiDGED CLASSiCS
John Atkinson
HB        $34.99
A collection of irreverent 
summations of more than 
100 well-known works of 
literature, from Anna Karenina 
to Wuthering Heights, cleverly 

described in the fewest words possible and 
accompanied with funny color illustrations. From 
“Old ladies convince a guy to ruin Scotland” 
(Macbeth) to “Everyone is sad. It snows.” (War and 
Peace), these clever, humorous synopses are sure 
to make book lovers smile.

AGELESS BEAUTY*
Clemence Von Mueffling
PB        $35
Three generations of Parisian 
women have each worked as 
beauty editors and share their 
years of experience with advice on 
how to feel beautiful and elegant 

at any age. Discover the secrets that only decades at 
iconic brands such as French Vogue, Clarins and Dior 
can provide.

 Business & Computers
LEADERSHiP SECRETS 
OF THE AUSTRALiAN 
ARMY
Nicholas Jans
PB        $29.99
The military assumes no-one is 
born a natural leader. Drawing on 
his own long military career and 

defence training programs, Nick Jans has identified 
the core principles of this successful approach. 

KiCKSTART YOUR 
BUSiNESS
John English
PB        $29.99
Kickstart Your Business is not just 
a book about being self-employed 
and getting paid for what you do; 
it also symbolises a set of values 

about how some of us want to live and how we want 
to be sustained by the work we do.

THiS GODDESS MEANS 
BUSiNESS
Tracey Jewel
PB        $24.99
Get clear about WHO your ideal 
clients are, what they need, 
and how you can help them in 
a massive way. Be confident 

in charging what you desire and deserve for your 
services, so that you become aligned with your 
financial goals and success. 

WRiTE CODE LiKE 
A PRO 
Guthals

PB        $19.99

CREATE 
COMPUTER 
GAMES
PB        $19.99

BECOME A YOUTUBER
Calabrese
PB        $19.99

 Sport
COCAiNE AND 
SURFiNG
Chas Smith
PB        $32.99
There has always been a 
darkerside of surfing. Cocaine and 
surfing are in a permanent pas de 
deux, and it makes for one hell of 

a story.

UNBEATEN
Mike Stanton
PB        $32.99
Rocky Marciano was the only 
undefeated heavyweight champion 
in boxing history. While his 49-0 
record and knockout power make 
him a familiar figure sport, his 

story, which weaves through the mafia’s golden era in 
America, is more complex and fascinating.  

* Mid Month Release Date



Fiction
THE WiVES*
Lauren Weisberger
PB        $29.99
When Karolina is publicly dumped 
by her husband, it’s not just her 
reputation that’s ruined. It’s her 
family. Miriam and Emily are 
determined he won’t get away with 

it. First they’ll get Karolina’s son back. Then they’ll 
help her get her own back. Because the wives are 
mad as hell . . .

LiTTLE BROKEN 
THiNGS
Nicole Baart
PB        $24.99
When Quinn receives a cryptic 
text message from her older sister 
Nora, she doesn’t think much of it. 
But when a haunted Nora shows 

up  just hours later, a chain reaction is set into motion 
that will change both of their lives forever.

THE ESCAPE ROOM
Megan Goldin
PB        $32.99
When four colleagues are stuck 
in an office building elevator, they 
are forced to confront their secret 
resentments of each other and 
work as a team to get out alive. 
Until they discover a secret they 

can’t ignore – one of them is a killer. 

SWAN SONG*
Kelleigh Greenberg-
Jephcott
PB        $32.99
A dazzling debut about Truman 
Capote, the literary icon of his 
age, and the beautiful, wealthy, 
vulnerable women he called his 

Swans. They told him everything. He told everyone 
else.  They never imagined he would betray them so 
absolutely.

FOREVER AND A DAY*
Anthony Horowitz
PB        $32.99
One body. Three bullets. 007 floats 
in the waters of Marseille, killed 
by an unknown hand. It’s time for 
a new agent to step up. Time for 
a new weapon in the war against 

organised crime. It’s time for James Bond to earn his 
licence to kill.

THE LiGHT 
BETWEEN US*
Katie Khan
PB        $32.99
A classic ‘will they, won’t they’ love 
story - with a difference. Perfect 
for fans of Sliding Doors, The 
Versions of Us and The Summer 

of Impossible Things: It begs the dangerous question 
that we all ask ourselves - what could have been?

MEET ME AT THE 
MUSEUM*
Anne Youngson
PB        $29.99
Anders has lost his wife, along 
with his hopes and dreams for 
the future. Tina is trapped in a 
marriage she doesn’t remember 

choosing. Slowly their correspondence blossoms 
as they bare their souls to each other with stories of 
joy, anguish and discovery. But then Tina’s letters 
suddenly cease, and Anders is thrown into despair.

ELEFANT
Martin Suter
PB        $19.99
What would you do if you woke 
up to see a living, breathing, tiny, 
glowing, pink elephant? If you’re 
anything like Schoch, you might 
well think it’s time to put away the 

bottle before your hallucinations get any stranger, 
and go back to sleep. But what if this little elephant is 
more than what it seems and is about to change your 
life? 

THE DELiGHT OF 
BEiNG ORDiNARY*
Roland Merullo
PB        $27.99
What happens when the Pope and 
the Dalai Lama decide they need a 
secret vacation? Roland Merullo’s 
playful, eloquent, and life-affirming 

novel finds the world’s two holiest men teaming up 
for an unsanctioned road trip through the Italian 
countryside--where they rediscover the everyday joys 
and challenges of ordinary life.

GHOSTED
Rosie Walsh
PB        $29.99
If you’ve ever found yourself 
waiting for a call that didn’t come, 
Ghosted by Rosie Walsh is the 
book for you. Your friends tell you 
to forget him, but you know they’re 

wrong: something must have happened; there must 
be a reason for his silence. What do you do when you 
discover you’re right?

DAYS OF WONDER
Keith Stuart
PB        $29.99
Tom, single father to Hannah, is 
the manager of a tiny local theatre. 
With the theatre under threat of 
closure, Hannah and Tom have 
more than one fight on their hands 

to stop the show and the stories ending. But maybe, 
just maybe, one final day of magic might just save 
them both. 

HOW TO WALK AWAY
Katherine Center
PB        $29.99
Maggie Jacobson has a bright 
future ahead of her, with a 
handsome boyfriend and a 
promising career, until an accident 
on what should be one of the 

happiest days of her life takes it all away. 

THE BAR HARBOR 
RETiREMENT HOME 
FOR FAMOUS WRiTERS
Terri-Lynne Defino
PB        $27.99
A whimsical, moving novel about 
a retirement home for literary 
legends who spar, conjure up 

new stories, and almost magically change the lives 
of the people around them. It’s a place where the old 
are made young, the damaged are made whole, and 
anything is possible.... 

MR PEACOCK’S 
POSSESSiONS
Lydia Syson
PB        $29.99
1873. A desert island. A family of 
settlers, and a series of shocking 
events that turn their world upside 
down. An intimate, intense, 

beautifully realised novel of possession, power and 
loss of innocence, for fans of Mister Pip and The 
Poisonwood Bible.

 General Fiction
THE LOVE THAT i HAVE
James Moloney
PB        $27.99
Margot has left school to work 
in the mailroom of a Berlin 
concentration camp.  When given 
a cigarette lighter and told to 
burn the letters, she is horrified 
by what she must carry out. This 

is especially painful since her brother was taken 
prisoner and her family have had no letters from 
him. So Margot steals a few letters, and finds herself 
drawn to their heart-rending words of hope, of despair, 
and of love. 

84K
Claire North
PB        $29.99
Theo Miller knows the value of 
human life... to the very last penny. 
Working in the Criminal Audit 
Office, he assesses each crime 
that crosses his desk and makes 

sure the correct debt to society is paid in full. But 
when his ex-lover is killed, it’s different.

US AGAiNST YOU*
Fredrik Backman
PB        $32.99
Best friends Maya and Ana spend 
the summer on a hidden island, 
but nothing goes as they hope. 
Beartown and neighbouring Hed’s 
rivalry grows into a furious struggle 

for money, power, and survival that explodes as their 
hockey teams meet. 

HOW DO YOU LiKE ME 
NOW?
Holly Bourne
PB        $29.99
Tori’s life appears to be perfect: 
she’s a best-selling author and has 
an amazing relationship. However, 
as she approaches thirty Tori finds 

herself in danger of being left behind as those around 
her seem to be getting engaged and having babies. Is 
she brave enough to walk her own path?

THE UNLiKELY 
HEROiCS OF SAM 
HOLLOWAY
Rhys Thomas
PB        $32.99
Three nights a week, Sam dons 
his superhero costume and patrols 
the streets. It makes him feel 

invincible - but his unlikely heroics are getting him into 
some sticky, and increasingly dangerous, situations. 
Then a girl comes into his life, and his world is thrown 
into chaos ... 

SHELTER iN PLACE
Nora Roberts
PB        $29.99
When the shots rang out in the 
mall, Simone knew what to do. 
Shelter in place. That’s what they 
taught you to do in the event of a 
mass shooting. On that terrible, hot 

summer day in 2005, Simone was lucky. She escaped 
death. But she would never be the same again.

THE UPSiDE OF OVER
J.D. Barrett
PB        $29.99
In an attempt to fix her broken 
marriage Olivia exposes herself 
like never before. But when 
her confession goes viral, the 
husband, house and job disappear. 

Humiliated and defeated she’s left wondering who the 
hell she really is?
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Fiction
OUR HOUSE
Louise Candlish
PB        $29.99
When Fi arrives home to find 
strangers moving into her house, 
she is plunged into terror and 
confusion.. As the nightmare 
takes grip, both Bram and Fi try 

to make sense of the events that led to a devastating 
crime. What has he hidden from her – and what has 
she hidden from him? 

THE HUNT
Bear Grylls
PB        $29.99
1945: the Nazis’ plans are in 
disarray. Defeat is imminent, 
so in a last attempt to protect 
their legacy, the high command 
hides their store of uranium deep 

underground, ready for them to fight another day. 
2018: It’s up to Jaeger and his team to find it before 
their worst fears are realised.

STAR OF THE NORTH
D. B. John
PB        $32.99
North Korea and the USA are 
on the brink of war. A young 
American woman disappears 
without trace from a South 
Korean island.The CIA recruits 

her twin sister to uncover the truth. Now, she must 
go undercover in the world’s most deadly state. 

Sci-Fi & Fantasy
A PEOPLE’S HiSTORY 
OF THE VAMPiRE 
UPRiSiNG
Raymond A. Villareal
PB        $29.99
Bodies, dead from a mysterious 
disease that solidifies their 
blood, begin disappearing from 

morgues. In a futile game of catch-up, the CDC, the 
FBI and the US government realise that it’s already 
too late to stop it: the vampire epidemic will sweep 
first the United States, and then the world.

THE TESTAMENT OF 
LOKi #2
Joanne M Harris
PB        $29.99
Asgard fell, centuries ago, and 
the old gods have been defeated. 
But now mankind dreams of the 
Norse Gods once again, the river 

Dream is but a stone’s throw from their dark prison, 
and Loki is the first to escape into a new reality.

EVE OF MAN
Tom Fletcher
PB        $22.99
For over fifty years, no girls 
have been born - only boys. The 
youngest and last generation 
of women alive are now in their 
fifties. Not only are their looks 

fading, but these greying women are humanity’s only 
hope for survival. Until there is sudden hope: a girl is 
born. And in that moment, she instantly becomes the 
most important person in history.

PLUM RAiNS* 
Andromeda 
Romano-Lax
PB        $24.99
2029: In Japan,  childbirth 
rates are at a critical low and 
the elderly are living long lives. 
Artificial intelligence must step 

in to assist. Angelica wonders if she is about to be 
forced out of her much-needed job by an inanimate 
object—one with a preternatural ability to uncover 
the most deeply buried secrets. 

THE MERMAiD*
Christina Henry
PB        $17.99
Once there was a fisherman, a 
lonely man who lived on a cold and 
rocky coast and was never able to 
convince any woman to come away  
with him. He loved the sea more 

than any person and so was never able to take a wife. 
His name was P.T. Barnum, and he’d been looking for 
a mermaid.

BRiEF CASES
Jim Butcher
HB        $35
Magic. It can get a guy killed. 
Return to the world of the Dresden 
Files with Harry Dresden (the 
only wizard in the Chicago phone 
book) and friends as they solve 

supernatural mysteries, protect the helpless, and fight 
evil.

LANCELOT*
Giles Kristian
PB        $32.99
This story reimagines and retells 
the legend of one of the great 
figures of British myth - the warrior 
who fought at King Arthur’s side: 
Lancelot. Lancelot is a story of 

warriors and kings, of strife, warfare and bloodshed 
but it is also a story of friendship, of over-arching 
ambition, love and lust

A REAPER AT THE 
GATES #3
Sabaa Tahir
PB        $27.99
Far to the east, Laia of Serra knows 
the fate of the world lies not in the 
machinations of the Martial court, 
but in stopping the Nightbringer. 

But while hunting for a way to bring him down, Laia 
faces unexpected threats from those she hoped would 
aid her, and is drawn into a battle she never thought 
she’d have to fight

 Romance
SHADOW KEEPER
Christine Feehan
PB        $19.99
The paparazzi can’t get enough 
of infamous bad boy Giovanni 
Ferraro. But unknown to them - and 
the women he beds - he’s just 
playing a role. And if this lethal 

shadow rider can’t hunt in the dark, he’ll find his 
pleasure elsewhere...

OCEAN LiGHT
Nalini Singh
PB        $29.99
Security specialist Bowen Knight 
has come back from the dead. But 
there’s a ticking time bomb in his 
head: a chip implanted to block 
telepathic interference that could 

fail at any moment - taking his brain along with it.

 Poetry
DROPKiCKROMANCE
Cyrus Parker
PB        $24.99
A collection of autobiographical 
poetry about healing and learning 
to love again from professional-
wrestler-turned-poet, Cyrus Parker. 

HAPPY LiTTLE 
BLUEBiRDS
Louise Levene
PB        $27.99
A novel about a young woman  
thrust into in the opulent world 
of 1940s Hollywood, where dirty 
dealings, undercover agents and 

off-camera romances abound.

 Crime & Suspense
THE OUTSiDER
Stephen King
PB        $32.99
When an eleven-year-old boy is 
found murdered in a town park, 
reliable eyewitnesses undeniably 
point to the town’s popular Little 
League coach, Terry Maitland, 

as the culprit.  Detective Ralph Anderson, whose 
own son was once coached by Maitland, orders the 
suspect to be arrested in a public spectacle. But 
Maitland has an alibi. A man cannot be in two places 
at the same time. Can he?

iNTO THE NiGHT #2
Sarah Bailey
PB        $32.99
The riveting follow-up to The Dark 
Lake. When a homeless man is 
murdered and Detective Sergeant 
Gemma Woodstock is put on the 
case, she can’t help feeling a 

connection with the victim and the lonely and isolated 
life he led despite being in the middle of a bustling  
and busy city. 

SNAP*
Belinda Bauer
PB        $32.99
On a stifling summer’s day, 
eleven-year-old Jack and his two 
sisters sit in their broken-down car, 
waiting for their mother to come 
back and rescue them. Jack’s in 

charge, she said. I won’t be long. But she doesn’t 
come back. She never comes back. And life as the 
children know it is changed for ever.

APRiL iN PARiS 1921
Tessa Lunney
PB        $29.99
Paris in 1921 is the city of 
freedom, the place where 
Katherine can remake herself 
as Kiki Button, gossip columnist 
extraordinaire, partying with the 

rich and famous. Picasso gives her a job: to find his 
wife’s portrait, which has gone mysteriously missing. 
That same night, her old spymaster from the war 
contacts her to find a double agent or face jail. 

THE TALL MAN
Phoebe Locke
PB        $29.99
1990: In the darkest woods, three 
girls go looking for the Tall Man.  
2000: A young mother disappears, 
leaving behind her husband and 
baby daughter. 2018: A teenage 

girl is charged with murder, and her trial will shock 
the world. Three chilling events, connected by one 
shadowy figure. 

THE PRESiDENT iS 
MiSSiNG
Bill Clinton and James 
Patterson PB        $32.99
There are things only a President 
can know. There are things only a 
President can do. And then there 
are times when the only option is 

unthinkable. The President Is Missing is the thriller 
only a president could write.

* Mid Month Release Date



Childrens
 

OCEAN MEETS SKY
Eric and Terry Fan
HB        $24.99
Finn remembers the stories his 
grandfather told him about a place 
where the ocean meets the sky. Now 

that his grandfather is gone, Finn knows the perfect way 
to honour him. He’ll build a boat. He’ll set sail. He’ll find 
this magical place himself! 

 junior Fiction
ELLA AND OLiViA #21 
A WiLD ADVENTURE
Yvette Poshoglian
PB        $7.99
Ella and Olivia are going to a native 
animal park! But are they prepared for 
their own wild adventure?

LOTTiE PERKiNS 
MOViE STAR
Katrina Nannestad
PB        $9.99

LOTTiE PERKiNS 
BALLERiNA

Katrina Nannestad
PB        $9.99
Charlotte Perkins is seven 
years old and can’t wait to 
grow up - if only she could 
decide what she wanted to 
be!  Luckily, no dream is too 
big for little Lottie Perkins! 

JUNKYARD JACK AND 
THE HORSE THAT TALKS 
#2*
Adrian Edmondson
PB        $14.99
Book 2 from Adrian Edmondson 
follows 8-year-old Henry’s adventure 
as he sets out to free his mum from 

prison - and discovers a gift for talking to animals along 
the way.
 

POSH PUP AND OTHER 
PUPPY STORiES
Jenny Dale
PB        $16.99
In this special Puppy Patrol collection 
from Jenny Dale meet three of the 
coolest pups around in Posh Pup, 
Teacher’s Pet and Tug of Love. 

Featuring stories about a terrier, a Dalmatian and a 
golden Labrador.

ZOE’S RESCUE ZOO THE 
CURiOUS KANGAROO
Amelia Cobb
PB        $9.99
Zoe loves living at her uncle’s 
rescue zoo because there is always 
something exciting going on. And Zoe 
has an amazing secret... She can 

actually TALK to the animals! Bouncer the baby kangaroo 
is new to the rescue zoo, but will her curiosity get her into 
big trouble?

THE CHAMPiON 
CHARLiES 1 AND 2
Adrian Beck
PB        $14.99
Charles was the best player in the 
boys’ football team. Charlotte was the 
best player in the girls’ side. But this 

season they’re both playing in the 
same mixed team. Is there room 
for two Champion Charlies on 
one side? 

CLARiS THE CHiCEST 
MOUSE iN PARiS
Megan Hess
HB        $24.99
This is the tale of an adorable 
mouse who dreams of moving to 
Paris to follow her fashion dreams. 
One day, she bravely takes the 

leap - only to find a mean little girl with a horrible-
looking cat standing in the way of her perfect Parisian 
apartment!  Can Claris use all her wit, warmth and of 
course style to make her dreams come true? 

LiTTLE PEOPLE  
BiG DREAMS
isabel Sanchez 
Vegara
HB        $19.99
New in the Little 
People, Big Dreams 
series, discover the 
remarkable life of 

Jane Austen, the English novelist, 
Georgia O’Keeffe, one of America’s 
greatest artists, Harriet Tubman, the 
Underground Railroad conductor.

ERROL!
Zanni Louise
HB        $16.99
Meet Errol, a cheeky and lovable 
character, who refuses to follow 
his mum. Even when she counts 
to three.

TiGER’S ROAR
Alex Rance
HB        $19.99
Tiger was the champion of all the 
jungle. He was strong and bold 
and proud.  But one day the winds 
blew, the tree shook, and Tiger fell 

all the way down to the mud at the bottom of the tree, 
and bumped his head on a rock. What will it take for 
Tiger to be able to climb back to the top? 

i LOVE YOU DiNO-
DADDY
Mark Sperring
HB        $16.99
It’s not easy being a dino-daddy, 
but it’s definitely a lot of fun! 
Dino-Daddy always has time for 

his two roaring little dinos. Morning, noon and night, 
Dino-Daddy is the best, and life in the dino family is 
just as fun (and chaotic) as ever.

BABY ON BOARD*
Allan Ahlberg
HB        $24.99
Once there was a baby, in his 
pram, with his sisters and their 
sandwiches and lemonade and 

toys. An epic tale of an adventure on the high seas 
with a trio of brave and helpful toys.

DRAGON iN A WAGON
Lynley Dodd
PB        $14.99
But just for once it might be fun 
if you changed from dog,’ she 

said. ‘To something HUGE or something FIERCE or 
something ODD instead.’When Susie Fogg takes her 
dog for a walk, she dreams of having a more exciting 
pet. What if Sam were a dragon in a wagon?

PLANET AWESOME!
Stacy McAnulty
PB        $14.99
In this hilarious and informative 
book filled to the brim with eye-
opening, kid-friendly facts about 
our planet, you’ll find scientifically 

accurate information from beloved children’s book 
author Stacy McAnulty and vibrant art by award-
winning illustrator David Litchfield.

 Pre-school
LiTTLE MiSS 
iNVENTOR
Roger Hargreaves
PB        $4.99
A new title in the much-loved 
Roger Hargreaves series!

WiTH MY DADDY
James Brown
BB        $14.99
Days with my daddy are always 
the best. So full of adventures, 
there’s no time to rest. From 
breakfast time at the zoo to 

bathtime out at sea, every moment of the day with 
Daddy is an adventure. 

iT’S HARD TO 
LOVE A TiGER
Anna Pignataro
HB        $16.99
I wish I had a tiger, a tiger from the 
zoo. A tiger of my own to love-a 
tiger just like you. A funny rhyming 

story about a little girl and a troublesome (but very 
lovable) tiger.

FiRST LEARNiNG 
ANiMALS
Roger Priddy
BB        $12.99
These early learning play sets 
consist of a board book with bright 

photographs and chunky press out puzzle pieces in 
a plastic pocket. Designed to develop a young child’s 
vocabulary and matching skills while learning key 
concepts.
 

ROADWORKS 
ANNiVERSARY 
GiFT SET
Sally Sutton
BOXSET        $27.99

Load the dirt, load the dirt, scoop and swing and 
drop. Slam it down into the truck. Bump! Whump! 
Whop! Tip the stones, tip the stones, lift and slide 
and dump. Lay the groundwork for the road.  Crash! 
Roar! Thump!The multi-award-winning, internationally 
bestselling Roadworks is turning ten! 

GOODNiGHT 
EVERYONE
Chris Haughton
BB        $12.99
A series of exquisitely coloured 
pages introduce woodland families 

– bears, deer, rabbits and teeny, tiny mice – who are 
all beginning to feel really ... rather ... tired ... YAWN! 
“Dear me,” says Great Big Bear, “it must be time for 
bed!” But Little Bear is certainly not sleepy – he’s 
wide awake!

EVOLUTiON FOR 
BABiES
Chris Ferrie
BB        $14.99
Set children on a lifelong path to 
learning with the next instalment 
of the Baby University board 

book series. Full of scientific information from notable 
experts on evolutionary biology and how organisms 
mutate, evolve, and survive.

WHY THE KANGAROO 
JUMPS
Rob Lloyd Jones
PB        $12.99
Once, the kangaroo couldn’t 
jump. Find out how that changed 
in this lively tale adapted from 

one of Rudyard Kipling’s Just So Stories, gorgeously 
illustrated by John Joven and adapted especially for 
young children.



Kids Fiction
WiNNiE-THE-POOH 50 
THiNGS TO DO BEFORE 
YOU’RE 5 AND 3/4
PB        $14.99

WiNNiE-THE-
POOH HAPPY 
BiRTHDAY TO 
YOU!
HB        $16.99

Join Winnie-the-Pooh and friends from the Hundred 
Acre Wood for fun activities, mischief and adventures. 

THE ADVENTURES OF 
THE WiSHiNG CHAiR
Enid Blyton
PB        $14.99

Mollie and Peter discover: 
a chair that can fly and 
grant wishes! The Wishing-
Chair takes them on some 
marvellous adventures - to a 
castle where they narrowly 
escape from a giant and 

rescue Binky the pixie, to the Land of 
Dreams, and to a disappearing island!

 Kids Fiction
AUTHOR EVENT
POLLY AND BUSTER 
THE MYSTERY OF THE 
MAGiC STONES
Sally Rippin
HB        $19.99
Polly the witch and Buster the 
monster shouldn’t be friends. And 

they definitely shouldn’t be on the run from almost 
everyone in town. But when Polly is called to the 
Hollow Valley Mines by her magic stones, these two 
best friends have a big decision to make.

MiDNiGHT #11 
SKULDUGGERY 
PLEASANT
Derek Landy
PB        $19.99
Valkyrie Cain has struggled to 
keep her loved ones safe from 
harm, plunging into battle by 

Skulduggery Pleasant’s side, and always emerging 
triumphant. But now the very thing that Valkyrie fights 
for is in danger, as a ruthless killer snatches her little 
sister in order to lure Valkyrie.

WORLDS WORST 
CHiLDREN 3
David Walliams
PB        $24.99
10 more horrendously hilarious 
stories about the absolute worst 
children ever! From ten-year old 
Hank and his endless pranks on 

his poor, long-suffering family, to Tandy and her titanic 
tantrums.

HOTDOG #4 GAME 
TiME!
Anh Do
PB        $12.99
Hotdog, Lizzie and Kev are training 
for GAME DAY! They want to 
win the big prize - an awesome 
trip to Rainbow Island! That’s 

where Kev’s mum lives! They’ll need skill, speed and 
strength. Do they have what it takes to win?

THE NEW KiD 
UNPOPULAR ME
James O’Loghlin
PB        $9.99
Eleven-year-old Sam is the new 
kid at school but he has plans to 
make himself the most popular kid 
ever. What you are about to read is 

unforgettable (lonely losers, frog underpants, human 
umbrellas, bad boys ...).
  

THE PEACOCK 
DETECTiVES 
Carly Nugent
PB        $16.99
Cassie Andersen, ‘The Peacock 
Detective’ knows what to do - she’ll 
look for clues and track them 
down. But the clues lead her in 

an unexpected direction and Cassie finds herself 
investigating a confusing mystery about her family.

WAY OF THE WARRiOR 
KiD BOOKS 1 
AND 2
Jocko Willink
HB        $19.99
 When Marc’s mother 
tells him that his uncle 
Jake is coming to stay for 
the whole summer, Marc 
can’t wait. Uncle Jake is a 

for-real, super-cool Navy SEAL. And Uncle Jake has a 
plan. He’s going to turn Marc into a warrior. 

MADELiNE THE 
MERMAiD AND OTHER 
FiSHY TALES
Anna Fienberg
PB        $12.99
Four fishy tales about Madeline the 
mermaid, her merdog, Byron, and 
her mercat, Bella. Will Madeline be 

swallowed up by the monster Kraken? Or will they be 
bored to death by the talkative Pufferfish? 

ENCHANTRESS FROM 
THE STARS
Sylvia Engdahl
PB        $14.99
Elana, a member of an interstellar 
civilization on a mission to a 
medieval planet, becomes the key 
to a dangerous plan to turn back an 

invasion. How can she help the Andrecians, who still 
believe in magic and superstition, without revealing her 
own alien powers?

THE SCARECROW 
AND HiS SERVANT
Philip Pullman
PB        $14.99

CLOCKWORK OR 
ALL WOUND UP
Philip Pullman
PB        $14.99

iN THE MOUTH OF THE 
WOLF
Michael Morpurgo
HB        $29.99
Francis and Pieter are brothers. As 
shadow of one war lingers, and the 
rumbles of another approach, the 

brothers argue. Francis is a fierce pacifist, while Pieter 
signs up to fight. What happens next will change the 
course of Francis’s life forever . . . and throw him into 
the mouth of the wolf.

EMBASSY OF THE 
DEAD
Will Mabbitt
PB        $14.99
When Jake opens a strange box 
containing a severed finger, he 
accidentally summons a grim 
reaper to drag him to the Eternal 

Void  and now he’s running for his life! But luckily Jake 
isn’t alone - he can see and speak to ghosts.

LADY MARY
ELiZA ROSE
MY NAME iS ViCTORiA
Lucy Worsley
PB        $14.99

The stories of some 
of the most famous 
princesses - told as 
you’ve never heard 
them before!

 Activities
WHERES TiMMY
Tim Cahill
HB        $16.99
Hacker and Studs have nabbed 
Tiny Timmys trophy, and 
now they could be absolutely 
anywhere! Can you help Timmy  
track down the trophy?

KNOCK KNOCK!
WHO’S THERE?
Craig Yoe
PB        $9.99
With over 700 silly knock-knock 
jokes, this book is ready to knock 
down your door with hours and 
hours of the wackiest “Who’s 

There?” answers ever. 

 Education & Reference
SCiENCE AND WORLD 
GEOGRAPHY
K & UP STiCKER 
ACTiViTY BOOK

Kumon
PB        $14.99
Introduce your child to 
Science and Geogrpahy 
concepts through fun 
activities including 
stickering, colouring, 
mazes, and more. 

HERSTORY 
50 WOMEN AND GiRLS 
WHO SHOOK 
THE WORLD
Katherine Halligan
HB        $35

Learn about 50 intrepid women from around the 
world and throughout history. Telling the stories of 
their childhood, the challenges they faced and the 
changes they made, each lavishly illustrated spread 
is a celebration of girl power in its many forms.

EYEWiTNESS 
PERiODiC TABLE
PB        $14.99
This fact-filled book is the perfect 
guide to all 118 elements in the 
periodic table, the ingredients 
that make up our world. Explore 
elements such as carbon and 

oxygen and learn why they are essential to our 
survival and life as we know it.
 
 Kids Classics

PADDiNGTON AT ST 
PAUL’S
Michael Bond
HB        $24.99
Paddington goes on a special 
outing to St Paul’s Cathedral 

where there is one surprise after another. The 
biggest of all comes when Paddington is mistaken 
for a choir bear and joins in rehearsals!

* Mid Month Release Date



Young Adult
YA BOOK OF THE MONTH
ALL OF THiS iS TRUE
Lygia Day Penaflor
PB        $16.99
When four teens plot to meet Fatima 
Ro, the elusive author of their favorite 
novel, they’ re stunned when she 
befriends them and invites them into 

her eccentric life. As they grow closer to their idol, they 
find themselves revealing their darkest secrets to her. 
But a year later, the teens are shocked to discover that 
Fatima’s newly released novel is based on those same 
secrets.
 

THE BURiED ARK
James Bradley
PB        $14.99
Callie is deep in the Zone - exposed, 
broken and alone. But when she 
stumbles upon a secret, she realises 
that she holds the key to defeating 
the Change. Fleeing from the officers 

of Quarantine, Callie finds refuge in the unlikeliest of 
places. Only to find that she is in more danger than ever 
before.

FUGiTiVE SiX LORiEN 
LEGACiES REBORN*
Pittacus Lore
PB        $22.99
It’s a year since John Smith and 
the Lorien Garde helped defeat the 
Mogadorian invasion of Earth. Now 
all over the planet teenagers are 

developing new powers and they will be trained to help 
protect humankind. But some believe there’s a better 
use of their talents.

QUEENS OF FENNBiRN 
THE TWO THREE DARK 
CROWNS NOVE
Kendare Blake
PB        $14.99
The Queens of Fennbirn contains 
two gripping stories from the New 
York Times bestselling Three Dark 

Crowns universe, written by Kendare Blake. 

SMOKE iN THE SUN #2
Renee Ahdieh
PB        $19.99
Mariko uses her royal standing to 
peel back the layers of lies and 
deception surrounding the imperial 
court. But each secret she unfurls 
gives way to the next, ensnaring 

Mariko and Okami in a political scheme that threatens 
their honor, their love and very the safety of the empire.
 

iF YOU DON’T HAVE 
ANYTHiNG NiCE TO SAY
Leila Sales
PB        $16.99
Knowing she has to make herself 
a better person, Winter turns to a 
rehabilitation facility for people who 
have been publicly shamed online. 

But she finds herself frozen and unable to apologize for 
what she has done. How can you apologize when you’re 
scared of the power of your own words? 

THE BRiGHTSiDERS
Jen Wilde
HB        $24.99
As a rock star drummer in the hit 
band The Brightsiders, Emmy King’s 
life should be perfect. But there’s 
nothing the paparazzi love more than 
watching a celebrity crash and burn. 

When a night of partying lands Emmy in hospital and 
her girlfriend in jail, she’s branded the latest tabloid train 
wreck. 

TOM GATES #14 
BiSCUiTS BANDS AND 
VERY BiG PLANS
Liz Pichon
PB        $16.99
This book is VERY important 
because it contains BISCUITS, 
BANDS and all my (doodled) 

plans to make DogZombies the BEST band in the 
world.

THE CHiLDREN OF 
CASTLE ROCK
Natasha Farrant
PB        $14.99
Alice is to be sent to St 
Cuthbert’s School for Winners 
She sets off on an epic quest to 
find her father, prove everyone 

wrong about him and perhaps discover some home 
truths about herself and her family along the way.

THE DOG SQUAD - 
RORY BRANAGAN 
BOOK 2
Andrew Clover
PB        $12.99
Rory Branagan is a detective 
who is on the case to find out 
who is stealing dogs! Rory must 

find and stop the baddies before they try to take 
Wilkins Welkin - a sausage dog and his best friend!

THE GOOSE ROAD
Rowena House
PB        $16.99
Angélique promises herself that 
the farm will remain exactly the 
same until her brother comes 
home from the Front. In an 
attempt to save the farm from 

bankruptcy, she embarks on a journey with her 
brother’s flock of magnificent Toulouse geese.

ALiCE-MiRANDA iN 
SCOTLAND
Jacqueline Harvey
PB        $16.99
A group of students have been 
invited to attend the Future 
Leaders Opportunity Program 
in Scotland. As the tournament 

reaches its climax, tempers start to fray. Is there 
a reason these particular children were brought 
together?

A SERiES OF 
UNFORTUNATE 
EVENTS #9
Lemony Snicket
PB        $14.99
For The Baudelaire orphans, 
time at the carnival turns out 
to be yet another episode in a 

series of unfortunate events. In this installment, the 
siblings must confront a terrible lie, a caravan, and 
Chabo the wolf baby.

GEORGE PARKER 
GOES GLOBAL
David Metzenthen
PB        $16.99
Are George and Chase doomed? 
Will friendship and silly ideas 
save the day?  Does wearing a 
cape make you brave?

MARGE AND THE 
SECRET TUNNEL
isla Fisher
PB        $16.99
When Jakey decides he’d like 
to visit Australia, Marge has 
the best idea ever. She and the 
children will dig a tunnel and 

visit a completely different country... 

THUNDERHEAD #2
Neal Shusterman
PB        $16.99
The stakes are high in this 
chilling sci-fi thriller, in which 
professional scythes control who 
dies. Everything else is out of 
human control, managed by the 

Thunderhead. It’s a perfect system – until it isn’t.

LEGENDARY #2
Stephanie Garber
PB        $19.99
If Tella can’t fulfill her bargain and 
deliver Legend’s name, she’ll 
lose everything she cares about 
- maybe even her life. But if she 
wins, Legend and Caraval will be 
destroyed forever.

THE MEMORY OF FiRE 
#2
Callie Bates
PB        $19.99
Jahan’s only hope of success 
seems to lie with the rebels in 
Ida. Yet, if he joins them, he 
will merely spur on the war he’s 

desperate to avoid, and risk revealing himself as a 
sorcerer. And then the witch hunters arrive at court, 
bringing Elanna in chains...

NiGHTBLOOD #3
Elly Blake
PB        $19.99
Ruby and Arcus face a more 
dangerous enemy than they 
could ever have imagined. Once 
Eurus opens the Gate of Light, 
darkness will be unleashed 

upon the world for all eternity.The Frostbloods and 
Firebloods have formed a tentative alliance, and 
are now preparing for war - but Ruby is the only one 
who can prevent the catastrophe which is coming.

THE TRAiTOR’S KiSS
Erin Beaty
PB        $16.99
In a historically inspired 
fantasy realm, the apprentice 
to a matchmaker becomes a 
spy for the army to uncover a 
treasonous plot and finds herself 

entangled in a romance with a soldier. What makes 
her unfit to be a lady, makes her a brilliant spy - but 
can she spot another? 

BOOKiSH 
BOYFRiENDS
Tiffany Schmidt
PB        $15.99
Merrilee Campbell, 16, thinks 
boys are better in books, chivalry 
is dead, and that there’d be 
nothing more romantic than 

having just one guy woo her like the heroes and 
heroines in classic stories. She’s about to get the 
chance to test these daydreams when she transferS 
into Reginald R. Hero High...where all their fantasies 
come true, often with surprising consequences 

H CHANGING GEAR
Scot Gardner
PB        $19.99
Merrick Hilton’s done a runner. 
His folks think he’s studying, 
but the real world has been 
calling for years and he can’t 
ignore it any longer. A postie 

bike, a bedroll and a big sky - that’s all he needs. 
But there’s no telling how he’ll handle roadkill, 
stolen oranges and unexpected romance, let alone 
the rough stuff. And in the real world nothing goes 
entirely as planned.

* Mid Month Release Date



  Movies
BREATH
Tim Winton
PB        $22.99
When paramedic Bruce Pike is 
called out to deal with another 
teenage adventure gone wrong, he 
knows better than his colleague, 
better than the kid’s parents, what 

happened and how. Thirty years before, that dead boy 
could have been him.

SHARP OBJECTS*
Gillian Flynn
PB        $19.99
Haunted by a childhood tragedy 
and estranged from her mother, 
Camille suddenly finds herself 
installed once again in her family’s 
mansion, reacquainting herself 

with her distant mother and the half-sister she barely 
knows - a precocious 13-year-old who holds a 
disquieting grip on the town.

EVERY DAY FiLM TiE-iN
David Levithan
PB        $19.99
Every morning, A wakes in a 
different person’s body, a different 
person’s life.  A wakes up in the 
body of Justin and meets Justin’s 
girlfriend, Rhiannon. From that 

moment, the rules by which A has been living no 
longer apply. A has found someone he wants to be 
with - day in, day out, day after day.

ON CHESiL BEACH*
ian McEwan
PB        $19.99
It is July 1962. Edward and 
Florence, young innocents married 
that morning, arrive at a hotel on 
the Dorset coast. At dinner in their 
rooms they struggle to suppress 

their private fears of the wedding night to come and, 
unbeknownst to them both, the events of the evening 
will haunt them for the rest of their lives.

BOY ERASED
Garrard Conley
PB        $24.99
When Garrard was a nineteen-
year-old college student, he was 
forced to make a life-changing 
decision: either agree to attend 
a church-supported conversion 

therapy program that promised to “cure” him of 
homosexuality; or risk losing family, friends, and the 
God he had prayed to every day of his life.

i FiND YOUR LACK OF 
FAiTH DiSTURBiNG
A D Jameson
HB        $36.99
Walking us through the rise of 
geekdom from its underground 
origins to the top of the box office, 
this book explores franchises like 

The Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter and Star Wars-
as well as phenomena like fan fiction, cosplay, and 
YouTube parodies

KEEP THE HOME 
FiRES BURNiNG
Block S.
PB        $19.99
In Britain’s darkest hour, an 
extraordinary community of 
women strives to protect the 
Home Front. When an enemy 

plane crashes in the village, every one of their lives 
will change forever... 

iSLE OF DOGS
Lauren Wilford
HB        $50
Wes Anderson shares the story 
behind Isle of Dogs’s conception 
and production, and Anderson and 

his collaborators reveal entertaining anecdotes about 
the making of the film, their sources of inspiration, 
the ins and outs of stop-motion animation, and many 
other insights into their moviemaking process.

CiTY & THE CiTY
China Mieville
PB        $18.99
When the body of a murdered 
woman is found in the 
extraordinary, decaying city of 
Beszel, somewhere at the edge 
of Europe, it looks like a routine 

case for Inspector Tyador Borlu of the Extreme Crime 
Squad. But as he probes, the evidence begins to 
point to conspiracies far stranger, and more deadly, 
than anything he could have imagined.

KURSK A TiME TO DiE
Robert Moore
PB        $19.99
At 11.30 a.m. on Saturday 12 
August 2000, two massive 
explosions roared through the 
shallow Arctic waters of the 
Barents Sea. The Kursk, pride of 

the Northern Fleet and the largest attack submarine 
in the world, was hurtling towards the ocean floor.

ANGRY TiDE #7 
TV TiE iN
Winston Graham
PB        $18.99
Cornwall, towards the end of the 
18th century. Before the new 
century dawns, George and Ross 
will be drawn together by a loss 

greater than their rivalry - and Morwenna and Drake 
by a tragedy that brings them hope... 

JURASSiC WORLD 
FALLEN KiNGDOM 
JUNiOR NOVELiSATiON
PB        $9.99
Jurassic World is the third-highest-
grossing movie of all time, and 
its sequel, Jurassic World Fallen 
Kingdom, is set to be one of 

the biggest blockbuster events of 2018. Come on 
a Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom adventure, with 
Owen, Claire, Blue and prehistoric creatures old and 
new in this gripping novelisation of the film.

JURASSiC WORLD 
FALLEN KiNGDOM
HB        $19.99
This Augmented Reality book 
is jam-packed with exclusive 

movie imagery and background facts, and lets you 
experience original Jurassic World dinosaurs through 
mind-blowing next-generation, fully interactive Digital 
Magic.

JURASSiC WORLD 
FALLEN KiNGDOM 
RAPTOR LAB BOOK
HB        $29.99
Learn all about your favourite 
dinosaurs, including the T. rex, 
the Mosasaurus and more in 
this fearsome fact book. Then 

press out the pieces to build a model of Blue, the 
Velociraptor from Jurassic World.

BANANAS iN 
PYJAMAS CUDDLE 

PLUSH
$49.99

CALYPSO 
PADDiNGTON

$89.99

TOUGH TALKiNG 
BATMAN
$29.99

ERiC CARLE 
ELEPHANT 

STiCK RATTLE
$14.99

VERY HUNGRY 
CATERPiLLAR 
STiCK RATTLE

$14.99

PETER RABBiT 
ALPHABET PUZZLE

$69.99

ERiC CARLE
BEAR

STiCK RATTLE
$14.99

SUPER DOUGH SET 
OF 8 iN ViNYL BAG

$39.99

SUPER DOUGH 
SHOW TiME DOME

$19.99

BANANAS 
iN PYJAMAS 

COLLECTOR SET
$44.99

iN THE NiGHT GARDEN 
PULL ALONG NiNKY NONK 

WOBBLE TRAiN
$64.99

@ Movies ABC & Toys
Classic characters 



nEw  releASe  cOMIcS
Marvel Comics

HAN SOLO
HB        $49.99
Han is given a top-secret 
undercover mission for 
the Rebellion: rescuing a 
group of informants and 
spies! His cover for the 
assignment? The biggest 

and most infamous starship race in the 
galaxy, the Dragon Void!

DARTH VADER 
PB        $36.99
Jocasta Nu, the Jedi 
Temple librarian, puts 
forth a desperate effort 
to gather and preserve 
whatever he can of the 
Jedi legacy after the 

purge. Vader and the Grand Inquisitor 
cannot let Jocasta succeed and are 
sent after her, as alpatine views her as a 
particular threat. 

STAR WARS: THE 
GHOSTS OF JEDHA
PB        $36.99
From the desolation of 
Jedha to the search for 
new bases, the rebels 
continue to fight for a 
better tomorrow for 

a galaxy far, far away in these all-new 
adventures.

STAR WARS POE 
DAMERON VOL. 4
PB        $41.99
General Leia Organa 
gave Poe Dameron an 
important task: locate 
the mysterious Lor San 
Tekka. And our hero may be 

closer than he thinks...but can he get the 
job done in time? 

ETERNALS
PB        $49.99
Against the backdrop 
of Marvel’s Civil War, the 
Eternals are awakening 
from a strange dream, at 
once coming to terms with 
the fact that they are far 

more than the normal people they have 
thought themselves to be. 

DEADPOOL VS. OLD 
MAN LOGAN
PB        $32.99
James “Logan” Howlett is 
after a newly discovered 
Omega-Level mutant, and 
he just won’t let Deadpool 
help. So, naturally, 

Deadpool vows to outmatch his newly 
marked enemy for the entirety of his 
mission!

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE 
GAME ON
PB        $18.99
Hyperion wants to be 
the strongest there is, 
no matter who he has to 
defeat to win that title! 
Hawkeye, Black Widow and 

Ant-Man learn just what it means to be 
a reformed villain. The Venom Symbiote 
bonds with Thor?! 

SPIDER-MAN FREE 
FALLING
PB        $18.99
Spider-Man teams up with 
some mighty friends, from 
Black Panther to Captain 
Marvel and even Rocket & 
Groot, to fight threats both 

large and small. Spidey ventures into space 
to help stop Ronin the Conqueror, fights the 
Hulk and more!

DC Comics
100 GREATEST MOMENTS 
OF JUSTICE LEAGUE
PB        $32.99
From their first rallying 
issue in the 1930s, to the 
League finally reaching the big 
screen in the 2017 feature 
film “Justice League”, the 

members and their stories have remained 
entertaining for readers and watchers. 

BATWOMAN VOL. 2 
FEAR AND LOATHING
PB        $24.99
Meet Commander Kane: a 
battle-hardened version of 
Batwoman! Hurting from 
battles unknown, she’s taken 
control of the deadly Colony 

and declared war on Gotham City! What 
could possibly cause Kate Kane to bring the 
battlefront to her home?

GOTHAM CITY GARAGE 
VOL. 1
PB        $32.99
DC heroes and villains are 
reimagined as bikers. It’s been 
decades since Governor Lex 
Luthor turned Gotham City 
into a modern utopia, saving 

his people from the devastation that made 
the rest of the continent a wasteland. But 
his city isn’t paradise for everyone.

HAL JORDAN AND THE 
GREEN LANTERN CORPS 
VOL. 5 
PB        $32.99
After reports of Sinestro’s 
return begin to spread, Hal 
Jordan travels to Earth, 
looking to bring in his one time 

Green Lantern partner. But a manhunt turns 
into a fight for his life when Hal must face the 
unmatchable power of the Man of Steel.

DARK NIGHTS METAL 
DELUXE EDITION
HB        $54.99
The dark corners of reality 
have never been seen till 
now! The Dark Multiverse is 
revealed in all its devastating 
danger--and the threats it 

contains are coming for the DC Universe!

Other Comics
DOCTOR WHO THE GOOD 
COMPANION
HB        $24.99
The Vortex Butterflies trilogy 
reaches a conclusion with 
devastating consequences for 
Gabby, Cindy and The Doctor! 
Will they all make it out in one 
piece? 

LEGACY
Kristin Cast
PB        $27.99
Zoey was an average 
teenager worrying 
about grades, boys, and 
breakouts. Priorities 
change when you’re 

marked as a vampyre. Zoey leaves her 
family to enroll in the vampyre academy. 

Comic Strips
LINUS I’M NOT YOUR 
SWEET BABBOO!
Charles M. Schulz
PB        $16.99
Whether it’s the curious 
relationship between a  
Woodstock and Snoopy, 
or the never-ending crush 

that Peppermint Patty has on Charlie 
Brown, the gang’s interactions are what 
make Peanuts memorable.

GARFIELD FAT CAT 
3-PACK #20*
Jim Davis
PB        $29.99
America’s favorite cat 
is back with this new 

value-priced edition of three-in-one comic 
strips together for the first time in color 
and super-sized!

MANDRAKE THE 
MAGICIAN
Lee Falk
HB        $69.99
The continuing adventures 

of the world’s first costumed crime 
fighter. This is the first collection of the 
Fred Fredericks’ comic strips. Offering a 
heady mix of action, adventure, high jinx 
and drama!

Kids
PACIFIC RIM THE 
UPRISING 
Rebecca Matheson
PB        $12.99
Based on the epic movie 
premiering March 23, 
2018, Pacific Rim 
Uprising: The Junior Novel 

retells the exciting story of the new 
heroes of the PPDC and features eight 
pages of full-color photos from the film. 

DIARY OF A 
MINECRAFT ZOMBIE 
#15 ATTACK OF THE 
GNOMES
Zack Zombie
PB        $9.99
People are mysteriously 
vanishing into thin air and 

no-one knows where theyve gone. Can 
Zombie and his friends uncover where the 
gnomes are from? 

WHO IS THE BLACK 
PANTHER?
Jesse J. Holland
PB        $17.99
T’Challa, the latest in a 
lineage of warrior-kings, 
is the Black Panther, 
endowed with enhanced 
speed, and strength, 

along with a suit made of the metal that 
secured his country’s future: Vibranium. 

k IdS!    GAMING!   more!   
THE CRASH #2 
MINECRAFT*
PB        $22.99
Bianca escapes into the 
world of Minecraft after 
getting into a terrible car 
accident. Soon, however, she 
realizes that she is trapped 

inside and the characters who have been 
attacking her resemble figures from her life. 

LEGO STAR WARS 
CHOOSE YOUR PATH
HB        $14.99
Every page is packed full of 
facts, stats and stunning 
photographs of LEGO Star 
Wars sets and minifigures. 

Once you reach an ending, go back and see 
where the paths will take you next time! 

LEGO ANIMAL ATLAS
HB        $35
From a cute koala in the 
Australian outback to a 
mighty lion prowling the 
African savanna, LEGO 
Animal Atlas showcases 

many of the world’s favourite animals - plus 
some unusual sights!

Art
ART OF SOLO
Phil Szostak
HB        $55
Packed with hundreds of 
spectacular images, including 

production paintings, concept art and 
sketches, storyboards, and matte paintings, 
The Art of Solo: A Star Wars Story is the 
definitive guide to the art of the film.

COLOUR YOUR OWN 
STAR WARS HAN SOLO
Comics Marvel
PB        $18.99
The galaxy’s greatest 
smuggler, his beloved ship  
and his Wookiee pal are all 
here in glorious black-and-

white artwork by Marvel’s finest, just waiting 
for you to bring their pages to life. 

COLOUR YOUR OWN 
DEADPOOL AGAIN
Comics Marvel
PB        $18.99
It’s up to you to throw 
some shades at the Sassin’ 
Assassin and his uncanny 
cast of friends and foes - 

like his succubus bride Shiklah, the rainbow 
Deadpool squad known as the Mercs for 
Money,  and Wade’s best bro Spider-Man

Pop Culture
TRUTH JUSTICE AND 
THE AMERICAN WAY
Julian And Campi Voloj
PB        $27.99
Everyone knows Superman, 
but not everyone knows the 
story of two youngsters 
from Cleveland who created 

Superman. Based on archival material and 
original sources, “Truth, Justice, and the 
American Way: The Joe Shuster Story” tells 
the story of the friendship between writer 
Jerry Siegel and illustrator Joe Shuster, 
and puts it into the wider context of the 
American comicbook industry. 

DC COMICS VARIANT 
COVERS
Daniel Wallace
HB        $65
For the first time ever, 
explore the complete visual 

history of DC Comics variant comic book 
covers in this amazing collection.

THE MOVIEMAKING 
MAGIC OF STAR WARS 
CREATURES
Mark Salisbury
HB        $39.99
Go behind-the-scenes of 
the biggest movie franchise 
of all time in this immersive 

and interactive book to see how favorite 
characters Chewbacca, Yoda, Jabba and 
more were created from concept to screen. 

WARCRAFT WAR OF THE 
ANCIENTS BOOK TWO
Richard A Knaak
PB        $22.99
The night elf defenders, led 
by the young druid, Malfurion 
Stormrage, and the wizard, 
Krasus, fight a desperate battle 

to hold back the Legion’s terrible onslaught. 
Though only embers of hope remain, an ancient 
power has risen to aid the world in its darkest 
hour.

A HISTORY OF VIDEO 
GAMES IN 64 OBJECTS
HB        $39.99
Drawing on the World Video 
Game Hall of Fame’s unmatched 
collection of video game 
artifacts, this fascinating 
history offers an expansive look 

at the development of one of the most popular 
and influential activities of the modern world: 
video gaming.

JAMES CAMERON’S 
STORY OF SCIENCE 
FICTION
Randall Frakes
HB        $45
The perfect companion to AMC’s 
six-part television series James 
Cameron’s Story of Science 

Fiction, this unique book explores the history and 
evolution of the genre with contributions from 
the filmmakers who have helped bring it to life.

THE HOBBIT FACSIMILE 
GIFT EDITION
J R R Tolkien
HB        $95
This special commemorative gift 
set includes the first edition, 
so that readers of all ages can 
finally enjoy Tolkien’s story as it 

originally appeared. It also includes an exclusive 
CD of archive recordingst, a special copy of 
Thror’s map which reveals the secret moon-runes 
when held to the light, and an accompanying 
booklet that relates the history of The Hobbit, 
and includes connected writings by JRR Tolkien.

THE ANIME ECOLOGY
Thomas Lamarre
HB        $55.40
A complete account of anime’s 
relationship to television 
while placing it within 
important historical and global 
frameworks.

CIVIL WAR
Stuart Moore
PB        $17.99
The U.S. government 
demands that all super 
heroes-and villains-
unmask and register their 
powers. To Tony Stark, 

Iron Man, it’s a regrettable but necessary 
step. But to Captain America, it is an 
unbearable assault on civil liberties.

DEADPOOL PAWS
Stefan Petrucha
PB        $17.99
There’s no way to tell 
which puppies are just 
puppies and which are 
genetically-engineered 
monsters, so Deadpool 

must work out which ones might grow 
up to eat him, and eliminate them before 
they can be used to take over the world.

AVENGERS EVERYBODY 
WANTS TO RULE THE 
WORLD
Dan Abnett
PB        $17.99
The Mighty Avengers face 
an array of their greatest 
foes-all at once at various 

locations across the globe. 

DISNEY INCREDIBLES 
2 SWEET DREAMS 
JACK JACK
PB        $9.99

DISNEY 
INCREDIBLES 
2 A REAL 
STRETCH AN 
ELASTIGIRL
PB        $12.99

STAR WARS 
MOST WANTED
PB        $17.99

STAR WARS 
SOLO 
COLOURING 
BOOK
PB        $3.99

CHEWIE COLOURING 
AND ACTIVITY BOOK

PB        $3.99

STAR WARS 
JOKE BOOK/
PUZZLE BOOK
PB        $12.99

VLAD THE WORLD’S 
WORST VAMPIRE 
#1 AND #2
PB        $14.99

Between hiding his 
true background 
from his human 
friends and 
keeping his 
daytime outings 
from his family, 
Vlad’s got his work 

cut out...A gentle and funny story of a 
little vampire who wishes he was human!



nEw  releASe  cOMIcS
Marvel Comics

HAN SOLO
HB        $49.99
Han is given a top-secret 
undercover mission for 
the Rebellion: rescuing a 
group of informants and 
spies! His cover for the 
assignment? The biggest 

and most infamous starship race in the 
galaxy, the Dragon Void!

DARTH VADER 
PB        $36.99
Jocasta Nu, the Jedi 
Temple librarian, puts 
forth a desperate effort 
to gather and preserve 
whatever he can of the 
Jedi legacy after the 

purge. Vader and the Grand Inquisitor 
cannot let Jocasta succeed and are 
sent after her, as alpatine views her as a 
particular threat. 

STAR WARS: THE 
GHOSTS OF JEDHA
PB        $36.99
From the desolation of 
Jedha to the search for 
new bases, the rebels 
continue to fight for a 
better tomorrow for 

a galaxy far, far away in these all-new 
adventures.

STAR WARS POE 
DAMERON VOL. 4
PB        $41.99
General Leia Organa 
gave Poe Dameron an 
important task: locate 
the mysterious Lor San 
Tekka. And our hero may be 

closer than he thinks...but can he get the 
job done in time? 

ETERNALS
PB        $49.99
Against the backdrop 
of Marvel’s Civil War, the 
Eternals are awakening 
from a strange dream, at 
once coming to terms with 
the fact that they are far 

more than the normal people they have 
thought themselves to be. 

DEADPOOL VS. OLD 
MAN LOGAN
PB        $32.99
James “Logan” Howlett is 
after a newly discovered 
Omega-Level mutant, and 
he just won’t let Deadpool 
help. So, naturally, 

Deadpool vows to outmatch his newly 
marked enemy for the entirety of his 
mission!

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE 
GAME ON
PB        $18.99
Hyperion wants to be 
the strongest there is, 
no matter who he has to 
defeat to win that title! 
Hawkeye, Black Widow and 

Ant-Man learn just what it means to be 
a reformed villain. The Venom Symbiote 
bonds with Thor?! 

SPIDER-MAN FREE 
FALLING
PB        $18.99
Spider-Man teams up with 
some mighty friends, from 
Black Panther to Captain 
Marvel and even Rocket & 
Groot, to fight threats both 

large and small. Spidey ventures into space 
to help stop Ronin the Conqueror, fights the 
Hulk and more!

DC Comics
100 GREATEST MOMENTS 
OF JUSTICE LEAGUE
PB        $32.99
From their first rallying 
issue in the 1930s, to the 
League finally reaching the big 
screen in the 2017 feature 
film “Justice League”, the 

members and their stories have remained 
entertaining for readers and watchers. 

BATWOMAN VOL. 2 
FEAR AND LOATHING
PB        $24.99
Meet Commander Kane: a 
battle-hardened version of 
Batwoman! Hurting from 
battles unknown, she’s taken 
control of the deadly Colony 

and declared war on Gotham City! What 
could possibly cause Kate Kane to bring the 
battlefront to her home?

GOTHAM CITY GARAGE 
VOL. 1
PB        $32.99
DC heroes and villains are 
reimagined as bikers. It’s been 
decades since Governor Lex 
Luthor turned Gotham City 
into a modern utopia, saving 

his people from the devastation that made 
the rest of the continent a wasteland. But 
his city isn’t paradise for everyone.

HAL JORDAN AND THE 
GREEN LANTERN CORPS 
VOL. 5 
PB        $32.99
After reports of Sinestro’s 
return begin to spread, Hal 
Jordan travels to Earth, 
looking to bring in his one time 

Green Lantern partner. But a manhunt turns 
into a fight for his life when Hal must face the 
unmatchable power of the Man of Steel.

DARK NIGHTS METAL 
DELUXE EDITION
HB        $54.99
The dark corners of reality 
have never been seen till 
now! The Dark Multiverse is 
revealed in all its devastating 
danger--and the threats it 

contains are coming for the DC Universe!

Other Comics
DOCTOR WHO THE GOOD 
COMPANION
HB        $24.99
The Vortex Butterflies trilogy 
reaches a conclusion with 
devastating consequences for 
Gabby, Cindy and The Doctor! 
Will they all make it out in one 
piece? 

LEGACY
Kristin Cast
PB        $27.99
Zoey was an average 
teenager worrying 
about grades, boys, and 
breakouts. Priorities 
change when you’re 

marked as a vampyre. Zoey leaves her 
family to enroll in the vampyre academy. 

Comic Strips
LINUS I’M NOT YOUR 
SWEET BABBOO!
Charles M. Schulz
PB        $16.99
Whether it’s the curious 
relationship between a  
Woodstock and Snoopy, 
or the never-ending crush 

that Peppermint Patty has on Charlie 
Brown, the gang’s interactions are what 
make Peanuts memorable.

GARFIELD FAT CAT 
3-PACK #20*
Jim Davis
PB        $29.99
America’s favorite cat 
is back with this new 

value-priced edition of three-in-one comic 
strips together for the first time in color 
and super-sized!

MANDRAKE THE 
MAGICIAN
Lee Falk
HB        $69.99
The continuing adventures 

of the world’s first costumed crime 
fighter. This is the first collection of the 
Fred Fredericks’ comic strips. Offering a 
heady mix of action, adventure, high jinx 
and drama!

Kids
PACIFIC RIM THE 
UPRISING 
Rebecca Matheson
PB        $12.99
Based on the epic movie 
premiering March 23, 
2018, Pacific Rim 
Uprising: The Junior Novel 

retells the exciting story of the new 
heroes of the PPDC and features eight 
pages of full-color photos from the film. 

DIARY OF A 
MINECRAFT ZOMBIE 
#15 ATTACK OF THE 
GNOMES
Zack Zombie
PB        $9.99
People are mysteriously 
vanishing into thin air and 

no-one knows where theyve gone. Can 
Zombie and his friends uncover where the 
gnomes are from? 

WHO IS THE BLACK 
PANTHER?
Jesse J. Holland
PB        $17.99
T’Challa, the latest in a 
lineage of warrior-kings, 
is the Black Panther, 
endowed with enhanced 
speed, and strength, 

along with a suit made of the metal that 
secured his country’s future: Vibranium. 

k IdS!    GAMING!   more!   
THE CRASH #2 
MINECRAFT*
PB        $22.99
Bianca escapes into the 
world of Minecraft after 
getting into a terrible car 
accident. Soon, however, she 
realizes that she is trapped 

inside and the characters who have been 
attacking her resemble figures from her life. 

LEGO STAR WARS 
CHOOSE YOUR PATH
HB        $14.99
Every page is packed full of 
facts, stats and stunning 
photographs of LEGO Star 
Wars sets and minifigures. 

Once you reach an ending, go back and see 
where the paths will take you next time! 

LEGO ANIMAL ATLAS
HB        $35
From a cute koala in the 
Australian outback to a 
mighty lion prowling the 
African savanna, LEGO 
Animal Atlas showcases 

many of the world’s favourite animals - plus 
some unusual sights!

Art
ART OF SOLO
Phil Szostak
HB        $55
Packed with hundreds of 
spectacular images, including 

production paintings, concept art and 
sketches, storyboards, and matte paintings, 
The Art of Solo: A Star Wars Story is the 
definitive guide to the art of the film.

COLOUR YOUR OWN 
STAR WARS HAN SOLO
Comics Marvel
PB        $18.99
The galaxy’s greatest 
smuggler, his beloved ship  
and his Wookiee pal are all 
here in glorious black-and-

white artwork by Marvel’s finest, just waiting 
for you to bring their pages to life. 

COLOUR YOUR OWN 
DEADPOOL AGAIN
Comics Marvel
PB        $18.99
It’s up to you to throw 
some shades at the Sassin’ 
Assassin and his uncanny 
cast of friends and foes - 

like his succubus bride Shiklah, the rainbow 
Deadpool squad known as the Mercs for 
Money,  and Wade’s best bro Spider-Man

Pop Culture
TRUTH JUSTICE AND 
THE AMERICAN WAY
Julian And Campi Voloj
PB        $27.99
Everyone knows Superman, 
but not everyone knows the 
story of two youngsters 
from Cleveland who created 

Superman. Based on archival material and 
original sources, “Truth, Justice, and the 
American Way: The Joe Shuster Story” tells 
the story of the friendship between writer 
Jerry Siegel and illustrator Joe Shuster, 
and puts it into the wider context of the 
American comicbook industry. 

DC COMICS VARIANT 
COVERS
Daniel Wallace
HB        $65
For the first time ever, 
explore the complete visual 

history of DC Comics variant comic book 
covers in this amazing collection.

THE MOVIEMAKING 
MAGIC OF STAR WARS 
CREATURES
Mark Salisbury
HB        $39.99
Go behind-the-scenes of 
the biggest movie franchise 
of all time in this immersive 

and interactive book to see how favorite 
characters Chewbacca, Yoda, Jabba and 
more were created from concept to screen. 

WARCRAFT WAR OF THE 
ANCIENTS BOOK TWO
Richard A Knaak
PB        $22.99
The night elf defenders, led 
by the young druid, Malfurion 
Stormrage, and the wizard, 
Krasus, fight a desperate battle 

to hold back the Legion’s terrible onslaught. 
Though only embers of hope remain, an ancient 
power has risen to aid the world in its darkest 
hour.

A HISTORY OF VIDEO 
GAMES IN 64 OBJECTS
HB        $39.99
Drawing on the World Video 
Game Hall of Fame’s unmatched 
collection of video game 
artifacts, this fascinating 
history offers an expansive look 

at the development of one of the most popular 
and influential activities of the modern world: 
video gaming.

JAMES CAMERON’S 
STORY OF SCIENCE 
FICTION
Randall Frakes
HB        $45
The perfect companion to AMC’s 
six-part television series James 
Cameron’s Story of Science 

Fiction, this unique book explores the history and 
evolution of the genre with contributions from 
the filmmakers who have helped bring it to life.

THE HOBBIT FACSIMILE 
GIFT EDITION
J R R Tolkien
HB        $95
This special commemorative gift 
set includes the first edition, 
so that readers of all ages can 
finally enjoy Tolkien’s story as it 

originally appeared. It also includes an exclusive 
CD of archive recordingst, a special copy of 
Thror’s map which reveals the secret moon-runes 
when held to the light, and an accompanying 
booklet that relates the history of The Hobbit, 
and includes connected writings by JRR Tolkien.

THE ANIME ECOLOGY
Thomas Lamarre
HB        $55.40
A complete account of anime’s 
relationship to television 
while placing it within 
important historical and global 
frameworks.

CIVIL WAR
Stuart Moore
PB        $17.99
The U.S. government 
demands that all super 
heroes-and villains-
unmask and register their 
powers. To Tony Stark, 

Iron Man, it’s a regrettable but necessary 
step. But to Captain America, it is an 
unbearable assault on civil liberties.

DEADPOOL PAWS
Stefan Petrucha
PB        $17.99
There’s no way to tell 
which puppies are just 
puppies and which are 
genetically-engineered 
monsters, so Deadpool 

must work out which ones might grow 
up to eat him, and eliminate them before 
they can be used to take over the world.

AVENGERS EVERYBODY 
WANTS TO RULE THE 
WORLD
Dan Abnett
PB        $17.99
The Mighty Avengers face 
an array of their greatest 
foes-all at once at various 

locations across the globe. 

DISNEY INCREDIBLES 
2 SWEET DREAMS 
JACK JACK
PB        $9.99

DISNEY 
INCREDIBLES 
2 A REAL 
STRETCH AN 
ELASTIGIRL
PB        $12.99

STAR WARS 
MOST WANTED
PB        $17.99

STAR WARS 
SOLO 
COLOURING 
BOOK
PB        $3.99

CHEWIE COLOURING 
AND ACTIVITY BOOK

PB        $3.99

STAR WARS 
JOKE BOOK/
PUZZLE BOOK
PB        $12.99

VLAD THE WORLD’S 
WORST VAMPIRE 
#1 AND #2
PB        $14.99

Between hiding his 
true background 
from his human 
friends and 
keeping his 
daytime outings 
from his family, 
Vlad’s got his work 

cut out...A gentle and funny story of a 
little vampire who wishes he was human!
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